IRELAND
CHAPTER I
THE  IRISH  NATION
ireland's position among the European nations is a
paradox. Officially, she dates from yesterday: the
League of Nations, which admitted her a newcomer in
September 1923, already counted Canada, Australia,
and even New Zealand among its members, along with
a dozen American States whose nationhood can be at
most five or six generations old. Yet Ireland was a
State organised and civilised before England or France
had begun to take on a shape of unity. Her native
language goes back further in its literary tradition
than any other now spoken in Europe, except the Latin
and the Greek; and up to the end of the sixteenth
century she preserved, and very largely lived under, a
code of laws written down while Britain still belonged
to the Roman Empire; Even in the purely modern
world, her race was making itself felt and known as a
race all over Europe, before any of the ^trans-oceanic
dominions with which she ranks was British—indeed,
before most of them had received European settlement.
And in the present century her importance as a State
is insignificant compared with the influence which her
race has exercised in its wide dispersal, retaining always
its racial consciousness with a tenacity like that of
the Jews.
On the other hand, the full right as a nation now
conceded to her does not yet extend over the whole
of her small island ; and the race which inhabits her
land is still imperfectly fused, and at variance with
itself on this very question of Ireland's nationhood.
When you say that a man is an Irishman, you are
still under the necessity of asking which kind ^ of
Irishman he is. Thousands of men and women think
of themselves as Irish, are furious if their Irish quality
is disputed, who yet deny that Ireland is a nation
  


